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Introduction
About EnergiCERT

About the report

EnergiCERT is the energy sector’s cyber
security centre.

The report provides a comprehensive
overview of attacks against energy and
utility companies and related organisations that may have affected the delivery
of critical infrastructure in these sectors.

Among other things, we monitor companies in the sector that are connected to
our extensive sensor network. Through
the sensor network, we monitor internet
traffic in order to detect cyber attacks
against Danish critical infrastructure.
EnergiCERT is a non-profit association
owned and funded by the Danish energy
energy companies. We collaborate with
other CERTs in Europe and participate in
a number of cyber security organisations,
which means we have a wealth of knowledge about the threats to critical infrastructure.

Purpose
The purpose of this report has been to
ensure that the debate taking place in the
sector, among politicians and in the press is
based on facts.
We have therefore sought to provide an
overview of the successful attacks that have
been carried out against European energy
and utility companies, and the extent to
which these attacks have had an impact on
the so-called OT networks - the networks
that contain the industrial control systems
that power our critical infrastructure.

Only successful attacks are included
Very few attack attempts end up as a successful attack where the company is compromised, because in most cases companies have good defence mechanisms.
The report only mentions attacks that
have successfully bypassed the companies’ defences and have had a significant
impact on the companies.
Only known attacks are included
In addition, only attacks that are already
public are included. Some attacks are
never reported as companies may choose
to keep it to themselves with the result
that others cannot learn from the attacks.
Fortunately, this practice is giving way to
the much more open practice where it is
not shameful to report having been the
victim of a cyber attack. Instead, being
informative, open and honest is seen as a
strength.
Only attacks against European companies are included
The report deals exclusively with attacks
against European energy and utilities companies (Russia is not included).
This means that several known successful
attacks against energy companies outside
Europe are not included in the report.
These include the Stuxnet attack on Iran,
the Colonial Pipeline in the US, Electrobas
in Brazil, the Costa Rican power supply,
the Triton attack and the attack on the
Kansas nuclear power plant.

TLP:C LE AR

EnergiCERT is an essential part of the
sector’s defence against cyber threats. We
help detect and respond to cyber-attacks
in the energy sector, and it is with us that
the critical knowledge to prevent the next
attack, is built and shared.
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Classification
EnergyCERT uses the Traffic Light Protocol
(TLP) version 2 when sharing information
to specify how the information can be
shared further.
Note that TLP version 2 is new (August
2022).
The TLP scale is divided into four levels as
shown in the image. Each level indicates
whether and to what extent the information may be shared further. The restrictions on sharing apply both to sharing of
the actual document and in other oral and
written communication of the content.
This document is classified as
TLP:CLEAR, which means that the information can be shared freely.

TLP:RED
The information is only
intended for the recipient as a person.

TLP:AMBER
The information may be shared
internally within the recipient’s own
organisation as well as with companies
or individuals who receive cybersecurity services from the recipient’s
organisation.
When TLP:AMBER+STRICT is used,
this means that the information may
only be shared internally within the
recipient’s organisation.
TLP:GREEN
The information can be shared freely
within the relevant community. A
community could be “Danish energy
companies”.

TLP:CLEAR
The information can be shared
freely.

Read more about Traffic Light Protocol at
FIRST: www.first.org/tlp/.

Open sources only
As we have chosen to make the report publicly available, only public sources
have been used to gather information.
This means that we rely on sources where we cannot always guarantee the
accuracy of the data.
We have of course done everything we can to ensure that the data we report on
reflect the actual attacks, but we cannot guarantee that there are no errors or
omissions in what is reported.

TLP:CLEAR

It also means that any attacks that we know about but are not publicly known
are not included in this report.

S H O R T
S U M M A R Y
Based on the data collected, we at EnergiCERT have given our
assessment of the situation.
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Summary and assessment
Purpose
The purpose of this report has been to ensure that the debate taking place in the sector,
among politicians and in the press is based on facts.
We have therefore attempted to provide an overview of the successful attacks that have taken
place against European energy and utility companies, and the extent to which these attacks
have had an impact on the so-called OT networks - the networks that contain the industrial
control systems that power our critical infrastructure.
Reservations and limitations
As we have chosen to make the report publicly available, only public sources have been used
to gather information.
This means that we rely on sources where we cannot always guarantee the accuracy of the
data. We have of course made every effort to ensure that the data we report reflects actual
attacks, but we cannot guarantee that there are no errors or omissions in what is reported.
We have also limited the report to information on European energy and utility companies (excluding Russia) and companies that have a direct impact on the critical infrastructure of energy
companies (e.g. suppliers that operate parts of the infrastructure).
What does the data show?
Our data shows that there have been 48 successful attacks since 2015 when we saw the first.
Most attacks have been ransomware attacks (65%), while very few have been attacks that have
specifically targeted critical infrastructure (10%).
In total, there have been 15 attacks that have affected critical infrastructure, which we define
as the attack having an impact on industrial control systems. Of these, 3 have been in Denmark.

TLP:CLEAR

Attacks affecting industrial
control systems (OT networks)

Affects OT
Does not
affect OT
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EnergiCERTs assessment
It is remarkable that so many attacks affecting critical infrastructure are “common” IT attacks
such as ransomware. This suggests that the separation between the administrative networks
and the OT networks, from which the industrial control systems are managed, is not sufficient.
At the same time, as more and more industrial control systems such as SRO and SCADA systems are running on the Windows platform, we are looking at a future where ransomware will
be an even greater threat to these sectors.
We also find it thought-provoking that the same type of Ransomware can affect five energy
companies over a five-month period. This suggests that we in the sector need to become even
better at sharing information and incorporating the knowledge we have about attacks into the
protection of our critical infrastructure.

TLP:C LE AR

The establishment of CERTs - like EnergiCERT - is precisely to ensure that information is shared
across companies in a sector. The better we become at sharing with each other - and incorporating the information we get into our own organisations - the better equipped we are to deal
with cyber attacks that can affect our critical infrastructure and, in turn, our society.

O V E R V I E W
EnergiCERT has compiled an overview of successful cyber attacks
against European energy & utility companies - including companies that have a direct impact on European energy supply.
The overview shows the attacks distributed over time and geography.
All the attacks are shown on pages 15-19.
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Geographical distribution of attacks
Based on the attacks included in the report, there are 48 successful cyber attacks against European energy and utility companies, distributed as shown below.
The map shows where the attacks have taken place and how many attacks there have been in
each country.
The countries with the most attacks are Germany (12), Denmark (6) and Ukraine (5).
It is worth noting that the high number for Denmark may be due to the fact that we in
EnergiCERT have easier access to information on attacks here than in other countries. This
does not necessarily mean that Denmark is one of the countries with the most cyber attacks.
As mentioned, attacks against Russia are not included in this report.
The full list of attacks is shown in the “Attacks” section further down in the report.
Number of attacks
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Attacks over time
Since 2015, when we saw the first
attack against a European energy
company in Ukraine, there have been
successful cyber attacks every year
against a European energy or utility
company.
In 2022, it has peaked with 20 attacks
so far.
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As mentioned earlier in this report,
this increase may also be due to the
fact that it has become more acceptable (and even expected) to share
information about attacks now than
it was just a few years ago.
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At the same time, we find it easier to find information about recent attacks than about attacks
that happened a long time ago.
These observations should be taken into account when assessing the graphs

Successful attack
A cyber attack that has successfully bypassed the company’s defences and has had a
significant impact on the company.
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Characteristics of the attack
The first successful attacks against an energy company in Europe in 2015 and 2016 were targeted, state-sponsored and highly sophisticated attacks aimed directly at critical infrastructure in
Ukraine. Since then, this type of attack has proven to be a rare occurrence.
The risk of being hit by a cyber attack affecting critical infrastructure is much higher for those
attacks that try to hit IT systems and then spread to critical infrastructure.

48

Attack against
European
energy and supply
companies

31

Ransomware
attacks

15

Attacks that
affected OTnetworks

When we look at the attacks that have taken place against companies, there is a clear tendency
for attacks against OT to start in IT.
Of the 48 attacks we have documented here, 15 affected OT, as mentioned. According to our
data, they all started in IT.
Another trend we have seen in general - and also here against the energy and utility companies
- is that data theft is becoming part of the ransomware game. This has happened in 10 of the
ransomware attacks we have recorded.
In addition, there have been 2 cases of espionage and 3 cases of data theft where the attackers
steal data for reasons other than direct financial ones.

13

Ransomware
attacks that also
include data
theft

2

Attack with
espionage as
focus

3

Attacks with
data theft as
focus

TLP: CLEAR

If you are well protected against ransomware attacks and follow the recommendations in this
report, we consider the likelihood of an attack affecting critical infrastructure as low.

R E C O M M E N D A T I O N S
Based on the history of attacks, EnergiCERT has developed a set
of recommendations that we believe can strengthen our members’ resilience to future attacks against critical infrastructure.
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IT and OT recommendations
The list of recommendations can be long, but here we have chosen five recommendations for
energy and utility companies that can help prevent cyber attacks affecting critical infrastructure.
In general, security should be worked on in-depth to avoid the company’s cyber defence resting
on a single component or process.
IT security
Since the majority of attacks we have described in this report are attacks that start in IT, we
have selected five recommendations for energy and utility companies’ IT security that can help
prevent ransomware attacks, for example, from succeeding.

1

Awareness training
Many ransomware attacks start with phishing.

2

Keep systems up to date
In recent years we have gone from days to minutes from seeing a vulnerability to it
being exploited by attackers. Constant updates - especially for systems that talk to the
internet - are important.

3

Use multi-factor authentication
For all Internet-facing and critical systems, there should be an extra layer of security
beyond usernames and passwords.

4

Limit administrative access for users
In many cases, users have administrative access to their workstations. This gives attackers a great advantage and should be limited to as few users as possible.

55 Detect and respond to attacks

TLP: CLEAR

Make sure you can detect and respond to attacks as they happen, for example through
network monitoring and other logging.
In addition, make sure you have the processes in place to deal with attacks effectively
so that damage is limited.
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IT and OT recommendations

TLP:CLEAR

OT security
As we have seen from many of the attacks described here, even in large enterprises there is a
significant risk that an attack starting in IT can spread to OT.
To prevent a successful attack in administrative IT systems from affecting critical infrastructure,
we have five selected recommendations for OT security in energy companies.

1

Network segmentation
This is to ensure that access from the administrative network to the OT network is limited. Using the Purdue model as a reference, look out for devices that are on both the
IT and OT networks and can thus act as a bridge between them (e.g. AD).

2

Know your devices
Processes and tools should ensure that all devices in the OT network are registered.
Among other things so that new devices can be detected.

3

Limit remote access
Avoid direct remote access to systems in the OT network and make sure that there is
multi-factor authentication on all remote accesses from IT to OT.

4

Honeypots and network monitoring
Consider deploying so-called honeypots in the OT network so that you will detect if an
attacker is active in the critical infrastructure - possibly combined with monitoring of
OT network traffic. Remember processes to detect and respond to attacks.

5

Backup
Ensure a backup of SCADA systems, PLC/RTU project files and configurations etc.

A T T A C K S
This section lists the 48 attacks that EnergyCERT has
identified.
The list contains information on who has been attacked, in what
way and whether the attack has affected the OT-network of the
company.
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Attack on European energy & utility companies
The list of attacks below represents EnergiCERT’s knowledge of successful attacks against European energy and utility companies.
The list is probably not complete as there will be attacks that are not publicly known as well as
attacks that we in EnergiCERT are not aware of.
We welcome information on additional attacks.
A description of selected ransomware types is provided in the Appendix.

TLP:CLEAR

Company Country

Type

Date

Attack

Consequence

OT
affected

Prykarpattyaoblenergo, Chernivtsioblenergo,
Kyivoblenergo

Ukraine

Energy company

23/12-2015

BlackEnergy
The actor Sandworm made
a manual attack against 30
substations (7x110kV and
23x35kV) in several steps
(phishing, BlackEnergy malware, manual control of
SCADA, data destruction
via KillDisk, DoS against call
centres and emergency power
was switched off).

230,000 people without power for 1-6
hours.
In total, 73MWh of electricity was
removed from the grid (amounting to
about 0.015% of power in Ukraine)

Yes

Ukrenergo

Ukraine

Energy company

17/12-2016

Industroyer
The actor Sandworm
launched an automated attack
via the Industroyer malware,
which was specifically designed to attack power grids.
The attackers removed the
ability to access relays after
they turned off the power.

1/5 of the power to Kyiv was cut off for
an hour.

Yes

EirGrid

Ireland

Energy company

20/4-2017

Hidden behind IP addresses
in Ghana and Bulgaria, the
attackers gained access
to the Vodaphone network
used by the energy company. First for their operations
in Ireland and subsequently
in Wales or Northern
Ireland.
The attack was carried out
by installing a virtual deinterception device (GRE
tunnel) so that all unencrypted information could be
intercepted and then used
to access internal systems.

Network compromise in both DSO and
TSO infrastructure.
It is unknown if the access was used to
place malware.
No interruptions of electricity supply
occurred during the attack.

No

Næstved
Fjernvarme

Denmark

District heating
company

Mid 2017

Ransomware
The type Hakunamatata
(variant of NMoreira) was
used.

A number of files in the SRO facility
had been locked and the office network
was affected.

Yes

Isoplus
Fjernvarmeteknik

Denmark

Producer and
supplier of district
heating
systems

26/1-2018

Ransomware
Unknown type.

Locked out of mail systems, order
systems and accounting systems.

No

Date

Attack

Consequence

OT
affected

UK

Nuclear energy
company

13/3-2019

There is very limited information about the attack as it
relates to nuclear power.
It is believed to be the first
successful cyber attack
against a nuclear power
plant.

The only knowledge we have about the
extent of the attack is this quote from
documents of the Nuclear Decommissioning Authority:
“[We are] aware that an important company in the nuclear sector has been
adversely affected by a cyber attack”

Unknown

Hydro

Norway

Hydroelectric
energy company
and aluminium
producer

18/3-2019

Ransomware
The type LockerGoga was
used.

The global organisation across 40
countries lost all IT infrastructure.
The energy part of the company was
able to maintain supply through manual
processes.

Yes

ENTSO-E

Belgium

TSO coordination

November
2019

Remote Access Trojan
The PupyRAT type was
used to compromise the
mail server

ENTSO-E’s mail server was compromised and with it access to emails.

No

INA Group

Croatia

Petrol stations

14/2-2020

Ransomware
The type CLOP was used.

Part of the company’s servers were
encrypted.

No

ENTSO-E

Belgium

TSO coordination

9/3-2020

Very little information is
public, but our assessment
is that ENTSO-E’s network
was compromised, giving
the attackers access to internal IT systems and data.

ENTSO-E has contact information and
data on the European TSOs (transmission companies).

No

Energias de
Portugal (EDP)

Portugal

Portugal’s largest
energy company &
one of the largest
wind turbine operators in the world

6/4-2020

Ransomware
The type RagnarLocker
was used.

The attackers stole 10TB of data and
asked for $10 million in ransom. The
attack did not affect the OT network.

No

Fortum

Poland

Energy company
supplying gas and
electricity

16/4-2020

Data theft
A database with customer
information was stolen.

The company was fined around €1
million for the loss of personal data.

No

Elexon

UK

Responsible for balance in the power grid

11/5-2020

Ransomware
The type REvil was used.

Internal IT systems and laptops were
encrypted. Sensitive data was stolen.

No

Enel Group

Italy

One of Europe’s
largest energy
companies with >60
million customers

7/6-2020

Ransomware
The type Snake (also
known as EKANS) was
used.

The attack was detected before it could
spread to the entire company. Parts
of the administrative network were
shut down.

No

Brugg Group /
Rittmeyer AG

Germany

Supplier of
hydro-electric
solutions

10/9-2020

Ransomware
The type GUIBrothers was
used.

All IT services were shut down.

No

Enel Group

Italy

One of Europe’s
largest energy
companies with
>60 million customers

19/10-2020

Ransomware
The type Netwalker was
used.

Approximately 5TB of data was stolen
and internal systems were encrypted.
The attackers asked for $14 million in
ransom.

No

Tønder
Forsyning

Denmark

Utility company

December
2020

Ransomware
The attack started with the
Lync Edge phone system
and from there to terminal
servers on the SRO site, on
to the management server
and from there to the IT
management system.

IT systems and SRO facilities were
down for about 2 months.
Staff at the utility’s
plant had to cope without the SRO
system for a few months. With no IT
systems, monitoring or alarms to rely
on, manual rounds were needed at
the plants.

Yes

People’s Energy

Scotland

Energy company

16/12-2020

Data theft
A database of customer
information was stolen.

A database containing sensitive
personal data of 270,000 customers
was stolen.

No

Royal Dutch
Shell

The Netherlands

Energy company

16/3-2021

Ransomware
The type CLOP was used.
The attack targeted the
Accellion File Transfer Appliance file sharing system.

Data was stolen - including data from
several of Shell’s energy companies.
None of Shell’s core IT systems were
affected.

No

Stadtwerke
Köflach

Austria

Energy and utility
company

8/4-2021

Ransomware
From the scant information
available about the attack,
it seems that it is ransomware. The type is unknown.

Customer service and IT systems were
affected. Energy and drinking water
supplies were not affected.

No

P A G E

British Nuclear
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Company Country

Type

Date

France

Energy company

4/5-2021

Volue

Norway

Supplier of critical
infrastructure
services to the
energy sector

ERG

Italy

Kalundborg
Forsyning

Attack

OT
affected

Ransomware
The type is unknown.

Internal IT systems were affected and
data was stolen. Energy production
was not affected.

5/5-2021

Ransomware
The type Ryuk was used.

The attack caused both data in
administrative and R&D systems to
be locked.
Remote accesses to energy companies
were shut down.

No

Energy company

4/8-2021

Ransomware
The Lockbit 2.0 type was
used.

Minor disruption to administrative IT
systems. The attack did not spread to
the OT environment.

No

Denmark

Utility company

26/8-2021

Ransomware
The Lockbit 2.0 type was
used.

A large part of the IT systems were
encrypted. The SRO system stopped
working. Supply could continue, but
with limited visibility.

Yes

Stadtwerke
Wismar

Germany

Energy and utility
company (electricity, gas, water and
heating)

28/9-2021

Destructive attack
A Trojan was used to encrypt data. No ransom was
submitted and no data was
stolen. The attack had only
destructive properties.

All network connections were interrupted. Systems were disconnected
(including email) and data was encrypted. It took 4 months to get 85% of the
systems back to normal operation.

No

Vestas

Denmark

Wind turbine
producer and
operator

19/11-2021

Ransomware
The Lockbit 2.0 type was
used.

The attack affected the administrative
systems and data was stolen. OTsystems were not affected.

No

Kisters AG

Germany

Critical infrastructure supplier to
energy companies

30/11-2021

Ransomware
The Conti type was used.

The attack affected the administrative
systems, but did not spread to the OT
systems.

No

Stadtwerke
Pirna

Germany

Energy and utility
company (electricity, gas, water,
heating)

3/12-2021

Ransomware
From the scarce technical
information about the
attack, it seems that it is
ransomware.

Many internal IT systems were affected, including email. OT systems were
not affected.

No

Evos

The Netherlands

Oil and gas
storage

29/1-2022

Ransomware
The Conti type was used.

The attack affected all ports in Europe
and Africa operated by the company.

Yes

Oiltanking +
Mabanaft

Germany

Oil and gas storage and delivery

29/1-2022

Ransomware
The type BlackCat (also
known as ALPHV) was
used.

The attack affected the ability to load at
ports and forced Shell to re
redirect supplies to other depots.
Supply ships could not be loaded
with oil and gas, affecting Aral petrol
stations across Germany where other
fuel had to be purchased.

Yes

Albioma

Access to the company was
via vulnerabilities in Microsoft Exchange, after which
the remote access trojan
HYPERBRO was used.

TLP:CLEAR

Consequence

No

Sea-Invest

Belgium

Oil and gas storage and delivery

30/1-2022

Ransomware
The Conti type was used.

The subdivision Sea-Tank had to stop
all operations for 2 days.
Activities at ports were stopped.

Yes

Regionalt
energiselskab

Ukraine

Energy company

February
2022

Industroyer2
The group Sandworm attacked the energy company
with advanced, destructive
malware targeted to take
out the energy supply.

On 8/4, substations and other critical
infrastructure should have been disconnected, but the attack was detected
shortly before. However, the systems
were compromised and the malware
located in the OT environments.

Yes

Gruppo Dolomiti
Energia

Italy

Energy and utility
company (electricity, water, gas,
heating)

8/2-2022

There is very little public
knowledge about how the
attack was carried out.

Internal IT systems were affected.
There were no indications of data loss.

No

Viasat

The
company is
based in the
US, but the
attack was
against the
Ukrainian
part of the
infrastructure.

Communication
supplier for critical
infrastructure

24/2-2022

Destructive attack
Among other things,
AcidRain malware was
used - a wiper designed
to destroy modems and
routers.
After infiltrating the network,
the attacker moved via
a secure management
network to the OT network
that operates the satellite
network.

Viasat is used as a communications
provider for very critical infrastructure
both in Ukraine and other countries.
The attack had the effect of disabling
a large number of modems in Ukraine.
The attack also affected 5,800 Enercon
wind turbines in Germany as well as
thousands of organisations across
Europe.

Yes

Attack

Consequence

OT
affected

LIFA A/S

Denmark

Supplier to Danish
energy companies

27/2-2022

Ransomware
The Conti type was used.

Large parts of the company were
affected.

No

General Directorate of Civil
Protection and
Emergencies
(DGPCE)

Spain

Radiation sensor
network

March 2022

Insider
Two internal employees
were behind the attack.

More than 300 out of 800 sensors were
taken out of service for more than two
months, reducing the ability to detect
radiation from nuclear power plants.

Yes

Rosneft
Deutschland

Germany

Petroleum refinery

11/3-2022

Espionage
The Anonymous group
gained access to internal
systems and data.

About 20TB of data was stolen, including all emails and more.
The OT network was not affected.

No

Nuclear
safety
organisation

Ukraine

Security
Organization for
Nuclear Power in
Ukraine

13/3-2022

Espionage
The actor Bromine (also
known as EnergeticBear)
used access from December
2021 where the organization
was compromised

Data was stolen

No

Iberdrola

Spain

Energy company

15/3-2022

Data theft
An unknown hacker group
gained access to the
personal data of energy
customers.

Data on 1.3 million customers was
leaked.

No

Nordex

Germany
(plus China,
Mexico,
USA, Brazil,
Spain and
India)

Wind turbine
producer and
operator

31/3-2022

Ransomware
The Conti type was used.

All IT systems were shut down and
remote access to all turbines was
interrupted.

Yes

Deutsche Windtechnik

Germany

Wind turbine
producer and
operator

11/4-2022

Ransomware
The type BlackBasta was
used.

Remote monitoring of all turbines was
down for 2 days.

Yes

Mainzer
Stadtwerke

Germany

Energy company

11/6-2022

Ransomware
The type BlackCat was
probably used.

The attack affected administrative
systems and resulted in the loss of
personal data.

No

Entage

Germany

Energy company

11/6-2022

Ransomware
The type BlackCat was
probably used.

The attack affected administrative
systems and resulted in the loss of
personal data

No

Enovos & Creos
(both part of
Encevo)

Luxembourg

Energy company

22/7-2022

Ransomware
The type BlackCat (also
known as ALPHV) was used.

The attack affected administrative systems of both companies and resulted in
the loss of approximately 180,000 files.

No

iSTA

Germany
(and many
other
countries
including
Denmark)

Supplier and operator of remote metering equipment
for district heating,
drinking water,
etc. More than 25
million connected
units.

29/7-2022

Ransomware
The type Daixin Team was
used. The attack started
via the compromise of one
of the 400,000 gateways
connecting the 25 million
connected IIoT devices.

The attack has encrypted thousands of
servers, affecting a number of utilities
in Europe - such as Marymont Potok in
Poland, which cannot bill consumers
for water.
370GB of data has been stolen.

Yes

Semikron

Germany

Manufacturer of
energy equipment
(wind, solar, energy storage)

6/8-2022

Ransomware
Type LV (also known as
Gold Northfield, based on
REvil) was used.

Data encrypted and systems locked
just as data has been stolen.

No

South Staffs
Water

UK

Water supplier

15/8-2022

Ransomware
The type Cl0p was used.

Data was stolen, but no systems
were shut down as the group has
announced they will not affect critical
infrastructure.

No

DESFA

Greece

Greece’s largest
gas distributor

21/8-2022

Ransomware
The type Ragnar Locker
was used.

Internal systems were shut down and
data was stolen.

No
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A P P E N D I X A T T A C K T Y P E S
Since many of the attacks have been ransomware, we will in this
chapter describe two selected ransomware types in further
detail.
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Ransomware
From the overview of successful attacks, we see that the majority (65%) are ransomware attacks.
In the following pages we have therefore described two very common types of ransomware,
BlackBasta and Conti.
The descriptions should be seen as an in-depth explanation of how these types of ransomware
are used and can be used to better understand how to protect against them as a company.

TLP:C LE AR

The descriptions are taken from the EnergiCERT threat reports.
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BlackBasta ransomware
History of the BlackBasta group
In the report from Q1 2022, we have written about the Conti ransomware that hit LIFA A/S - a supplier to many Danish energy companies - at the end of February. In Q2 2022, on 20 April 2022, we
also observed that a supplier to one of our members was affected by ransomware. This time it was
another ransomware, BlackBasta, which is believed to be linked to Conti ransomware due to several operational similarities. However, the Conti group claimed on 12 May that they had no affiliation
with the BlackBasta ransomware group.
BlackBasta is a relatively new ransomware group that first emerged in April 2022, meaning that the
member’s supplier was affected shortly after the group began to be active.
To date, this group has affected more than 30 different victims across multiple industries. The
group uses a dual extortion strategy, where attackers not only execute ransomware, but also steal
data and threaten to release it publicly if ransom demands are not met. The data disclosure stage
of these attacks takes place on a web service accessible via the TOR browser. As a mechanism to
apply pressure to force the victim to pay the ransom, the operators of BlackBasta will gradually
make the stolen data public.

TLP:CLEAR

Similar to Conti ransomware, BlackBasta is very dangerous due to the high speed with which it is
deployed. It is therefore challenging to detect symptoms of an infection before the ransomware
has been deployed.
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BlackBasta Cyber Kill Chain
The data encryption used by BlackBasta only works with administrator rights.
This means that the threat actor must
gain privileged access or use stolen
credentials in order to run the ransomware.
As with Conti ransomware, the most
common method of reconnaissance is
phishing. The victim receives a phishing
email that contains a malicious Excel
file with a payload. In several cases, the
payload was identified as Qbot.
In the exploitation phase, Qbot is
downloaded and installed. The attacker
now has full control of the system and
starts data exfiltration of the victims’
data to one of the group’s private servers using the rclone software. In addition, Windows Defender is disabled to
prevent the attack from being detected
or stopped.

Reconnaissance
............................

1

Phishing

Delivery
............................

Weaponization
............................

4

Exploitation
............................

6

Command &
control
............................

Exfiltration of data
with rclone

5

Encryption of victim
data with ChaCha8
encryption

Money transfer
............................

Payload such as
Qbot is ready

3

Phishing with
malicious Excel file
attachment. The
victim downloads
payload (e.g. Qbot)

Installation
............................

2

Ransom message
left on system
desktop

7

Attacker and victim
complete money
transfer

TLP:C LE AR

Then the BlackBasta installation phase begins. A legitimate Windows service is exploited to start
the encryption process. The encryption techniques used are similar to those used by Conti ransomware: files on the system are encrypted using the ChaCha20 algorithm. The key needed to
decrypt the files is then encrypted with RSA-4096.
Unlike Conti ransomware, the .basta suffix is added to the files once they are encrypted, at which
point all important files are encrypted. The desktop background then changes to display a ransom
notification.
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The text on the background said:

“

“

Your network is encrypted by the BlackBasta group.
Instructions in the file readme.txt

BlackBasta also leaves the ransom note, readme.txt, which contains a unique ID for the organization and a URL to a chat page to negotiate with the attackers. The chat page can only be accessed
via the TOR browser.

Note

TLP:CLEAR

BlackBasta is also able to encrypt VMware ESXi servers. The BlackBasta group has
incorporated this Linux version of the ransomware as more and more organisations
use virtual machines for cost efficiency and easier device management. This variant
also uses the ChaCha20 algorithm for encryption.
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Conti ransomware
The Conti group’s history
Conti is a group of cyber criminals and their business
is Ransomware-as-a-Service. They were first observed in October 2019.

What is Ransomware-as-a-Service (RaaS)?
RaaS means that ransomware developers sell or
lease their ransomware
technology to other companies, which then use this
technology to carry out
attacks.

Conti ransomware is extremely malicious due to the speed at which data is encrypted and
spread to other systems. The Conti group is believed to originate from Russia and has been
accused of ransomware attacks targeting many companies, including critical infrastructure.
Last May, Conti compromised the Irish health service’s network, forcing a nationwide shutdown of IT systems and costing the government more than $100 million.
In late February 2022, the Conti hacking group threatened to use their full capabilities to
“retaliate”. According to the group, this will happen if the West attacks critical infrastructure
in Russia or Russian-speaking regions. According to the Center for Cybersecurity, the statements should be taken seriously as the group has a very significant capability to make targeted ransomware attacks. Moreover, the statements contrast with an otherwise increased
reluctance to attack critical infrastructure in certain criminal networks since 2021.

TLP: CLEAR

As a result of this contradiction, Ukrainian members of the Conti threat group leaked internal chats and log data. The leaked conversations in the Conti leak case are dated between
January 2021 and February 2022 and contain information and TTPs (Tactics, Techniques, and
Procedures) about the Conti group’s recent activities.
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Relationship between Ryuk and Conti groups
Based on an analysis of ransomware and comparison
of bitcoin wallets, there is a link between the ransomware groups Conti and Ryuk. They may be the same
team, or two teams sharing their resources. The first
examples of Ryuk were released under the name Hermes ransomware by a Russian-speaking threat actor
named CryptoTech in February 2017.
Conti can be seen as a further development of Ryuk
ransomware. They share a number of similarities such
as the use of Trickbot, Emotet (which we have written
about in the Q4 2021 Threat Report) and BazarLocker
as their payload distributors.

MITRE ATT&CK®
group ID: G0102
Associated groups:
Hermes, Ryuk, Wizar Spider,
UNC1878, TEMP.MixMaster,
Grim Spider

Conti’s use of legitimate tools and applications

TLP:CLEAR

The above software packages (Trickbot, Emotet and BazarLocker) do the work of delivering the
ransomware to the victim’s system. Conti ransomware also abuses several technologies that
otherwise have legitimate commercial use:
•

Cobalt Strike, a commercial remote access tool often used in cyber security incident simulations

•

rclone - command line application for managing cloud data storage

•

4
AnyDesk and Atera applications that provide remote access to computers and other devices

•

Ngrok which generates an interface where users can inspect all HTTP traffic running over
specified tunnels in real time

•

5
TOR, open-source web browser designed for secure, anonymous communication

Conti Cyber Kill Chain

The most common method of
reconnaissance is phishing. The
second most common method, vulnerability scanning, uses
automated bots that check for
publicly exposed and known vulnerabilities. In this way, attackers gather information and find
vulnerabilities.

1

Phishing, vulnerability scanning,
social engineering
(information gathering and vulnerability
studies)

Delivery
............................

2

Weaponization
............................

4

Exfiltration
............................

6

Command &
control
............................

Exfiltration of data
with rclone

5

Encrypting the
victim’s data with
ChaCha8 encryption

Handling
............................

Payload such as.
Trickbot, Emotet or
BazarLoader are
prepared

3

Phishing with
Microsoft Office
or Google Docs
links to malicious
websites. Victim
downloads payload

Installation
............................
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Recon
............................
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Conti is constantly changing their
attack methods. They exploit
new exploits and the fact that
many users rarely update their
devices. Conti ransomware’s
operational model is highly automated, allowing them to exploit
new vulnerabilities within hours
of them being published.

The ransom message is left on the
system desktop.

7

The attacker and
the victim complete
the money transfer

TLP: CLEAR

Phishing campaigns often contain Microsoft Office or Google Docs links. The attackers then
use these links to deliver the payload, redirecting victims to malicious
websites. This means that victims download the payload with, for example, Trickbot, Emotet
or BazarLoader backdoor. Once the victim has installed this payload, the attackers can begin
the investigation of the company’s network. The ransomware will try to find all folders and
network shares on the compromised system, with a special focus on critical systems (domain
controllers or backup servers).
The attackers then assess whether the victims’ data is important enough for the company. If
they conclude that it is important enough, they begin the exploitation phase. They exfiltrate
the data to an anonymous account on the anonymous cloud-based service called MEGA. The
tool used for exfiltration is called “rclone”.
Then the Conti installation phase begins. Data is encrypted using ChaCha8 encryption with
randomly generated keys for each file inside the system being attacked. Each generated key
is encrypted with an RSA-4096 public key and stored in a specific location for each file. These
keys are used to identify the victim, manage negotiations and eventually (in some cases) generate decryption keys after payment.
At this point, all important files are encrypted and backups deleted. A readme.txt file containing the ransom notification is left on the desktop of the victim’s system.
The ransom notification contains instructions on installing the TOR browser to access the
Conti Group’s hidden web service, which takes place during the action phase. Using a unique
ID from the ransom notification, the victim can then access a chat page to negotiate with the
attackers.
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